To convert your jelly roll race quilt top from horizontal stripes to diagonal strips.

1. Lay your top on the floor with the strips horizontal. The top should be longer than it is wide.
2. On scrap paper make two sets of labels, A, B, and C. Cut them into separate pieces.
3. Pin to the top….. A. left side about 1/3 down,  B. left bottom about two strips up, C. bottom about 1/3 from the left,  A. right side about ¼ up from bottom, B. right side top, C. left top about ¼ in.
4. Fold the bottom right corner to the left side being careful to line up the bottom edge with the left edge.
5. Fold the top right corner to the horizontal edge created in step 4, being careful to line up the right edge with the horizontal edge.
6. Cut on the diagonal fold created in step 5
7. Cut on the diagonal fold created in step 4.
8. Your top should now look like this…
9. Move lower right triangle piece to upper left side matching A side to A side.
10. Move upper right triangle piece to lower left side matching B side to B side.
11. Fold the C corner (hanging over on the lower left) up to align with the unmarked left edge.
12. Cut along folded edge created in step 10.
13. Move the lower left triangle piece to the top left.

14. Sew the B triangle to the A triangle, then sew the AB triangle to the uncut piece. (ABC piece.)
15. Finish by sewing the C triangle to the top left of the quilt top. Your top should now be one piece with diagonal strips.

I hope these instructions are easy to follow. If you have any questions or suggestions to make the easier, please let me know. – Becky Kercado